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Anti-Fraud and Anti-Bribery

Mears currently has a number of policies which relate to Anti-Bribery; Anti-Corruption; Anti-
Competitive Behavior; Gifts and Entertainment; Whistleblowing Policy and Code of Ethics.

All these Policies touch on certain aspects of fraudulent behavior. However, for the purpose of this 
Policy they will all be incorporated within the terminology of “Fraud”. It is the intent of this Policy to 
ensure that the reporting of incidents are standardised and that records of all incidents are stored 
on one data base for the purposes of completing a report to the Audit Committee at the year end.

Failure to comply with the fraud, bribery and competition laws is extremely serious. If Mears did not 
have adequate procedures in place and did not take active steps to prevent fraud or breaches of 
competition law and anti-bribery legislation, Mears could be fined if it was found to be in breach of 
competition law, in addition to losing contracts and affecting Mears’ ability to tender for contracts in 
the future.

If an employee of Mears acts fraudulently in their activities and breaches competition law, in 
addition to being dismissed for gross misconduct, they could be found guilty of a criminal offence 
and face a prison sentence and/or an unlimited fine.

It is therefore important to formally outline Mears’ stance on all fraudulent activities
 which includes fraudulent behaviour, anti-corruption and anti-competitive 
behaviour, as well as bribery matters and how these matters will be dealt 
with on a day to day basis.
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1.  Mears will not under any circumstances give or offer to give anything of value to any UK or 
foreign government employee or any party with responsibility for awarding contracts of any kind.

2.  Mears will not engage in other conduct that could violate fraud or bribery and anti-corruption 
legislation.

3.  Mears will do its utmost to ensure that any sub-contractors, consultants and other organisations 
that Mears deals with have similar cultures of compliance in relation to fraudulent activity, bribery 
and corruption. This will include undertaking investigations before entering into arrangements 
with such organisations to ensure that they are complying with all relevant bribery and corruption 
legislation.

Mears have appointed a number of Group Directors to review all fraudulent activity, anticompetitive, 
bribery and corruption matters.

This Policy lets everyone associated with Mears Group know that the prevention of fraud, corrupt 
and anti- competitive practices is taken seriously by Mears and copies of this Policy should be made 
available to everyone who is involved with Mears to demonstrate this.

David Miles

Chief Executive Officer – Mears Group PLC
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Anti-Fraud and Anti-Bribery Policy Statement
1. Introduction

The Company has adopted this Policy Statement for every individual and organisation connected 
with Mears Group,to be aware of its stance in relation to all fraud and anti-bribery matters.
There are two acts which govern the action of all individuals in Mears Group PLC:

1.1 Fraud Act 2006

The term ‘fraud’ commonly includes activities such as theft, corruption, conspiracy, embezzlement, 
money laundering, bribery or extortion.

Fraud essentially involves a person using deception to dishonestly make a gain for themselves or 
create a gain or loss for anyone having dealings with the Mears Group of Companies.

The Fraud Act 2006 gives statutory definition of the criminal offence of fraud with three ways of 
committing it:

1. Fraud by false representation – where a person makes any representation as to fact or law, 
express or implied, which they know to be untrue or misleading.

2. Fraud by failing to disclose information – where a person fails to disclose information to another 
person where there is a legal duty to do so.

3. Fraud by abuse of position – where a person occupies a position where they are expected to 
safeguard or not to act against, the financial interests of another person (or Company) and abuses 
that position. A person may be regarded as having abused their position where the conduct was an 
act of omission or commission. (“omission” is to know a fraudulent act is being committed but to
take no action. “commission” is to take part in a fraudulent activity.)

In addition to a summary dismissal for gross misconduct, major fraud offences also carry a 
maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment, a fine or both. However, most cases are likely to attract 
more lenient decisions but regardless as to whether the fraud is classed as major or minor, within 
Mears these will all result in disciplinary action and if it is genuinely believed that an employee has 
committed such an offence, this will result in summary dismissal.

Fraudulent activity will only flourish when we ignore the signs i.e.

 a We make excuses for others.
 a We rationalise that “everyone else is doing it so why shouldn’t I”.
 a We convince ourselves that it is for the good of the business.
 a We tell ourselves it is someone else’s responsibility.
 a We tell ourselves that it is only a small amount and won’t make any difference to the business.
 a We knowingly follow Managers requests which are fraudulent and contrary to Company Policy.

All staff have a duty to familiarise themselves with the types of improprieties that might be expected 
to occur within their areas of responsibility and to be alert for any indications of irregularity. All 
Policies are stored on the Intranet. If you do not have access to the Intranet, ask your line Manager 
or HR contact centre by raising a request on Service Now for a copy of the information you require.
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1.2  Anti-Bribery Act 2010

The Bribery Act 2010 represents one of the most significant changes in UK laws in the area of anti-
corruption legislation.

The Bribery Act states that organisations who are unable to demonstrate that they have 
implemented “adequate procedures” to prevent bribery and corrupt practices within their directors, 
managers, officers, employees and agents could be exposed to unlimited fines in addition to 
imprisonment for its very senior directors.

The Bribery Act also extends to organisations who represent Mears or who act on behalf of Mears.

Mears values its reputation for ethical and socially responsible behaviour and for its values of 
financial probity and reliability. It recognises over and above the commission of any criminal or 
civil offence, any involvement in bribery will substantially and adversely impact upon its image 
and reputation. One of the aims of this Policy Statement therefore, is to set out for all connected 
with Mears, its total lack of tolerance for any forms of corrupt, anti- competitive and bribery related 
practices and whatever level within the organisation and in whatever form this takes.

“Bribery blights lives. Its immediate victims include firms that lose out unfairly. The wider victims are 
government and society, undermined by a weakened rule of law and damaged social and economic 
development. At stake is the principle of free and fair competition, which stands diminished by each 
bribe offered or accepted”

“Organisations which have adequate procedures in place to prevent bribery are in a stronger 
position if isolated incidents have occurred in spite of their efforts”

2. Purpose of the Policy

In addition to the aims of this Policy, the purpose of this Policy Statement is to set out for everyone 
connected with Mears, its aim of limiting any exposure within Mears to acts of fraud and bribery. In 
furtherance of this purpose, this Policy shall:

 a Set out a clear and unambiguous ‘Anti Fraud and Bribery’ stance by Mears;
 a Establish principles that training will be provided to all employees, officers, managers and 

directors (including Board Members) so that they can recognise and avoid fraudulent behaviour 
and the use of any bribery by themselves and others as well as knowing to whom they should 
report any suspected issues;

 a Encourage all individuals and organisations associated with Mears to be vigilant and to report 
any suspicious of fraud and bribery, providing them with suitable channels of communication 
and ensuring sensitive information is treated appropriately;

 a Establish a principle that any instances of alleged fraud and bribery will be rigorously 
investigated as well as Mears intention to assist the Police, Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and 
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) and any other appropriate authorities in any resultant 
prosecution.

3. Scope

The Policy Statement is very wide ranging indeed, applying to every individual and organisation that 
is connected with Mears, intends to contract with Mears (either as a supplier, customer, agent etc.) 
or is considering becoming connected with Mears in some form.



4.Application

4.1 Fraud

Mears Prohibits:
 a A person making any representation as to fact or law, express or implied, which they know to be 

untrue or misleading.
 a All staff from abusing their position of authority where they are expected to safeguard, or not to 

act against, the financial interests of another person (including Mears) and abuses that position. 
A person may be regarded as having abused their position where the conduct was an act of 
omission or commission.

 a Manipulation of information which is given to a Client of the Mears or used by the business to 
form judgements and formulate strategies.

 a Unauthorised appropriation of materials for personal use by themselves, friends, family and 
associates.

 a Individuals knowingly overcharging Clients.
 a Paid work of any sort should not be undertaken at the member of staff’s place of work and 

no use should be made of office facilities (such as telephones, postage, email, or access 
to secretarial support) in connection with such work. This prohibition includes receipt of 
correspondence and incoming telephone calls or emails and also extends to unpaid or voluntary 
activities, unless the member of staff has the written permission of their Manager or Director.

 a Any individual using their private and personal interests to influence their decisions at work so 
that they use their position to obtain personal gain of any sort either for themselves directly or 
for their families, friends or associates.

 a The use of resources entrusted to any individual for the purpose not intended, and in an 
irresponsible and unlawful manner.

 a Non-disclosure of information to another person where there is a legal duty to do so.
 a Corruptly receiving or giving any gift, loan, fee, reward or other advantage in return for doing 

(or not doing) anything or showing favour (or disfavour) to any person or organisation. If an 
allegation of corrupt behaviour is made, this will be fully and properly investigated

 a Financial transactions, buying, selling, exchanging or bartering, which should not take place 
between staff and customers.

 a Receiving loans from customers and may not give loans from their personal money to customers 
or colleagues, nor may they borrow or lend personal possessions.

 a Participating in any illegal activities, for example but not exclusively buying or selling stolen 
goods or allowing them to be kept on the premises.

 a Disclosure of information to any unauthorised party or organisation where a person is privy to 
confidential information on tenders or costs of either internal or external contractors or potential 
customers.

 a Disclosure of information under the Patents Act 1977, the Registered Designs Act 1949 and 
the Copyright Design and Patents Act 1988. If any time during the course of an individual’s 
employment, they make, discuss or participate in making or discussing any intellectual property 
relating to or capable of being used in Mears Group’s business for the benefit of themselves or 
others, then this will be considered as fraudulent misuse of intellectual property rights.

4.2 Anti Bribery

 Mears Prohibits:

The offering, the giving, the solicitation or the acceptance of any bribe, whether financial or non-
financially based as an inducement to:
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Gain any commercial, contractual or regulatory advantage for Mears in a way which is contractual 
or as an inducement to act in a particular way which may otherwise be less likely without the 
inducement; or gain any personal advantage, pecuniary or otherwise, for the individual or anyone 
connected with the individual.

The involvement in any of the above or the non-reporting of suspicions in connection with the 
above.

The above acts are prohibited to or from...
Any person, company, partnership, agency, sole trader or other organisation, wherever they are 
situated and whether or not they are a public official or body or a private person or company.

The above acts are prohibited by...
Any and every individual and organisation that is connected with Mears, intends to contract with 
Mears (either as a supplier, customer, agent etc.) or is considering becoming connected with Mears 
in some form.

Mears recognises that market practice varies across the areas, industries, and markets in which 
it conducts its business and what is normal practice and acceptable in one industry, market or 
location may not be acceptable in another.

This Policy Statement prohibits any inducement which results in a personal gain or advantage to 
the recipient, or any person or body associated with them, and which is intended to influence them 
to take action which may not solely be in the interests of Mears or of the person or organisation 
employing them or to whom they represent.

This Policy Statement is not meant to prohibit the following practices providing they are customary 
in a particular market, are proportionate and are properly recorded:

Normal and appropriate hospitality which: 
 a Is bona fide
 a Seeks to improve image of an organisation Facilitates presentation of Mears products or 

services
 a Seeks to establish cordial relationships with Mears and its employees Complies with the Mears 

Group PLC Hospitality Policy
 a The giving and receiving of small ceremonial gifts at festivals or other special times
 a The offer of resources to assist the person or body to make any necessary decision more 

efficiently provided that they are supplied for that purpose and that purpose only.

The Mears Group PLC Code of Ethics and the Whistleblowing Policy provides details as to the 
actions individuals should take when they suspect or perceive that fraudulent or corrupt acts are 
being perpetrated by individuals or organisations.

Alternatively, anyone connected with Mears may contact (in confidence) the Compliance & Risk 
Team within Mears whose responsibility it is to manage and report any incidents of corruption, 
bribery and/or anti-competitive practices to the appropriate authorities.

Anyone suspecting such practices to be occurring is encouraged to contact the fraud mail address 
at whistleblowing@mearsgroup.co.uk. All information will be treated in strict confidence as outlined 
in the whistleblowing policy.
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Please note that this Policy does not supersede other Policies which exist within the Mears Group 
PLC. Therefore:

 a If the reviewing manager considers the matter to constitute allegations of bullying, harassment 
or discrimination, then he / she will recommend that the matter is taken up in accordance with 
this policy and the Company’s Bullying and Harassment policy IMSP060K.

 a Where an employee or the Company has reasonable grounds to believe there is a significant 
threat to personal property, such as violent, abusive, or intimidating behaviour or harassment, 
then the disciplinary process and suspension under that process may be appropriate

 a Where an employee raises a concern about fraud under the Company’s Whistleblowing Policy, 
this should be taken up in accordance with that policy.

Inevitably, decisions as to what is acceptable may not always be easy. If anyone is in any doubt as 
to whether a potential act constitutes bribery or a corrupt practice, the matter should be referred to 
their line manager for review and determination. If necessary, guidance should also be sought from 
the Risk & Compliance Team.

5. Responsibility

The prevention, detection and reporting of fraud, bribery and suspected corruption are the 
responsibility of all employees, individuals and organisations connected with Mears or potentially 
connected with Mears.

5.1 Board Directors, Executive Directors, MD’s, RD’s and Heads of Departments.

Each area of the business is responsible for ensuring that processes and procedures have been 
implemented to minimise the risk of fraud and that:

 a Their key risk areas have been highlighted.
 a There is a monthly risk review process which will be reviewed as part of the CEO monthly 

meeting, to ensure management checks have been completed and measures are implemented 
to rectify issues that are highlighted.

 a Documentation is completed and summarised to enable a year-end report to be compiled.

5.2 Managers

Every member of management is responsible for:
 a Ensuring that an adequate system of internal control exists within their areas of responsibility 

and that the controls operate effectively.
 a Preventing and identifying fraud and other irregularities in their area.
 a Assessing the types of risk involved in the operations for which they are responsible.
 a Regularly reviewing and testing the control systems for which they are responsible.
 a Ensuring that the controls are being complied with and that their systems continue to operate 

effectively.
 a Implementing new controls to reduce the risk of similar fraud occurring where frauds have taken 

place.

5.3 Mears Employees

Every member of staff is responsible for:
 a Acting with propriety in the use of official resources and the handling and use of company funds 

whether they are involved with cash or payments systems, receipts or dealing with suppliers.
 a Conducting themselves in accordance with the seven principles of public life set out in the 
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first report of the Nolan Committee “Standards in Public Life”. These are; selflessness, integrity, 
objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership.

 a Being alert to the possibility that unusual events or transactions could be indicators of fraud.
 a Reporting details immediately through the appropriate channel if they suspect that a fraud has 

been committed or see any suspicious acts or events.
 a Cooperating fully with whoever is conducting internal checks, reviews or investigations.

6. Subcontractors

The policies relating to Anti-Corruption, Anti-Fraud, Anti-Bribery and Anti-Competitive practices are 
to be read in conjunction with the Framework Agreement, Works Order(s), Pre-Commencement 
Agenda/Notes, and the Contractor’s Working Procedures and forms part of the Sub-Contract 
Documents. References to statutes, statutory instruments, rules, regulations, codes of practice etc. 
shall include references to any modification, extension or re-enactment of them from time to time.

The Sub-Contractor warrants to the Contractor that it is aware of and will comply with all or any 
obligations it has under the Bribery Act 2010 relating to the Sub-Contract Works and the Fraud 
Act in 2006 relating to theft, corruption, conspiracy, embezzlement, money laundering, bribery or 
extortion. They will without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing will:

 a Not give or receive any bribe or attempt to give or receive any bribe in connection with this 
Framework Agreement or indeed any dealings with the Mears Group PLC.

 a Set out a clear and unambiguous anti-fraud and anti-bribery stance;
 a Establish principles that training will be provided to all employees, officers, managers and 

directors (including Board Members) so that they can recognise and avoid fraudulent activities 
and the use of any bribery by themselves and others as well as knowing to whom they should 
report any suspected issues;

 a Encourage all individuals and organisations associated with the Sub-Contractor to be vigilant 
and to report any suspicious of potential fraud and bribery, providing them with suitable 
channels of communication and ensuring sensitive information is treated appropriately;

 a Establish a principle that any instances of alleged bribery will be rigorously investigated as well 
as the Sub-Contractors intention to assist the Police, Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and Director of 
Public Prosecutions (DPP) and any other appropriate authorities in any resultant prosecution

The Sub-Contractor shall also prohibit:
 a The offering, the giving, the solicitation or the acceptance of any bribe, whether financial or non- 

financially based as an inducement to:
 a gain any commercial, contractual or regulatory advantage for Mears in a way which is 

contractual or as an inducement to act in a particular way which may otherwise be less likely 
without the inducement, or

 a Gain any personal advantage, pecuniary or otherwise, for the individual or anyone 
connected with the individual.

The involvement in any of the above or the non-reporting of suspicions in connection with the 
above.

7. Reporting

7.1 Reporting Suspicions of all aspects of Possible Fraud
Raise the matter with your line manager, if for whatever reason you cannot talk with your line 
Manager, then you should bring the disclosure to the attention of the Company by contacting 



the team responsible at whistleblowing@mearsgroup.co.uk All information will be treated in strict 
confidence, as outlined in the whistleblowing policy.

7.2 Independent Advice

Public Concern at Work is the leading authority on public interest whistleblowing. Individuals can 
contact them via the web on www.pcaw.co.uk or on 020 7404 6609 if they feel unsure about using 
this procedure or if they would like further independent advice about how to raise a concern about 
a serious malpractice in the workplace.

The Code of Ethics forms part of the preventative policy to ensure that the required standards of 
Mears Group PLC are upheld by all staff and that you do not put yourself in a position where you 
may be influenced to commit fraud. However, if you are unsure of any issues that constitute fraud or 
bribery, then you talk to your Manager or email the Group Head of HR.

7.3 Other Related Policies

Inevitably, decisions as to what is acceptable may not always be easy. If anyone is in any doubt as 
to whether a potential act constitutes fraud, the matter should be referred to their line manager for 
review and determination.

All matters will be dealt with in confidence and in strict accordance with the Public Interest 
Disclosure Act 1998. This Statute protects the legitimate personal interests of staff. Vigorous and 
prompt investigations will be carried out into all cases of actual or suspected fraud discovered or 
reported.
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